Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 27

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. opposite of allow
4. Please ___ a copy to every student.
7. a green, leafy vegetable
10. to be present at
13. natural ability
15. truthful
17. if
19. serious and sad in mood
20. whole
23. the greatest amount allowed
24. rather than
26. twelve
27. scare
28. a formal signal of greeting and respect
29. to change in order to fit a new situation

Down
1. a large military stronghold
2. The manufacturing of cars is a huge ___.
3. react
5. to pose a difficulty to be overcome
6. Before bed, I wrote a diary ___.
8. to have a strong, often favorable effect on
9. of high-quality glass
11. a room equipped for cooking
12. a place to escape danger
14. encircle
16. to fail to give needed care
18. upset
21. opposite of foolishness
22. one who plunders ships at sea
25. happening